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Introduction
States striving to see improved student outcomes from their
schools are taking a fresh look at their funding formulas and
asking if changing from an enrollment-based funding system to
a performance-based funding system will dramatically improve
student performance. A handful of states see their burgeoning
online charter school sectors as an opportunity to experiment
with new funding formulas.1 New Hampshire has developed
a unique approach to performance-based budgeting—called
completion-based funding (CBF)2—that seeks to improve
student outcomes by funding schools when students complete
assignments rather than when they enroll in or attend classes.
Although this is considered a novel approach to funding the
American public school system, the fundamental concept is
not new to policymakers. These same principles were called
into practice in the 1700s over payments to British sea captains
for transporting convicted felons to Australia. At the time, the
mortality rate of passengers on this voyage stood at roughly
33%. This was seen as a problem, not only because the high
death rate was indicative of inhumane travelling conditions,
but also because it represented a significant setback in the
number of civilians who could cultivate the new settlement.
The government responded with a slew of regulatory measures
and policy changes, all of which failed to increase the number
of surviving passengers. Finally, survival rates increased when
the government changed how it funded its sea captains.
Instead of paying them at the time of departure for the number
of passengers aboard ship, they began paying for the number
of passengers alive at the time of arrival in the New World. The
survival rate for the same voyage jumped to 99%.3
This story demonstrates the impact incentives can have on
the success or failure of publicly funded programs. When
education funding is enrollment-based, enrollment levels
increase and receive considerable attention from school

leaders. When completed assignments are funded instead
of enrollment, administrator and faculty focus is expected to
shift from supporting the recruitment and enrollment process
to supporting students completing assignments. The more
assignments students complete, the more likely they are to
graduate college and career ready.
The growing interest in performance-based funding systems
coincides with a push by some education reform advocates
to develop a broader set of student success indicators than
those specified through standardized testing, such as portfolio
assessments and competency-based achievements. A report on
performance-based funding and online learning published by
iNACOL named New Hampshire the best example of completionbased funding because NH uses competencies, rather than
high stakes tests, as performance standards.4 New Hampshire’s
sole online school, Virtual Learning Academy Charter School
(VLACS)5, is a non-profit operator in a for-profit dominated
industry.6 VLACS remains the only school in New Hampshire,
district or charter operated, to be completion funded.

VLACS may be the only school in the nation
to possess all three of these characteristics:
completion-funded, competency-based,
and not-for-profit.
New Hampshire’s funding system is thought to result in lower
revenues per student compared with attendance-based funding
systems used to fund online charter schools in states like Ohio
and Pennsylvania, where some very large and profitable, but
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(Patrick, Worthen, Frost, & Gentz, 2016)

While VLACS remains peerless at the moment, their model draws
from other pioneering organizations in this space. Big Picture
Learning, a school whose unique instructional model puts students
at the center of an advisor-parent-internship mentor triad, was cited
by one school leader, Steve Kossakoski, as an influential pilot in
competency-based online education. VLACS also benefited from a
content sharing arrangement with Florida Virtual School (FLVS) during
its first few years of operation. (Steve Kossakoski, Personal Interview,
January 20, 2016).
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New Hampshire, Minnesota, and Florida are using CBF to fund
students taking online courses either on a part-time or full-time basis.
Important differences exist in how states define completion. Florida
measures completion by rate of students passing an end-of-course
exam. Others, like Minnesota, define completion by when students
simply finish their course. (Pazhouh, Lake, & Miller, 2015).

1

Governments fund education on enrollment, employment or
performance. Completion-based funding is a unique form of
performance-based budgeting.

2

3

(Kestenbaum, 2010).

Roughly two-thirds of online charter schools are for-profit operators.
(Pazhouh, Lake, & Miller, 2015).
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poorly performing schools have emerged.7 Several researchers
have called for more nuanced understandings of statesponsored virtual school operations, especially in regard to
funding formulas used to allocate dollars.8 Rather than advocate
for the elimination of online charter schools, we saw potential
benefits that completion-based funding could offer students
enrolled in online charter schools.
A first step toward understanding the potential impact CBF
could have on student success and school funding levels

7

requires a basic understanding of what a completion-based
funding formula looks like and how it manifests in state policy.
This study also asked whether the VLACS’ version of CBF was
associated with changes by school management, such as an
adoption of a performance-based compensation for faculty
that could be expected to positively impact student success.
Finally, our research asked whether completion funding could
jeopardize the fiscal health of VLACS, which could prevent the
school from meeting basic minimum financial obligations and
threaten the long-term viability of the model.9

(Rich, 2016).

(Baker & Miron, The business of charter schooling: Understanding the
policies that charter operators use for financial benefit, 2015); (Miron &
Gulosino, 2016); (Molnar, et al., 2015).

8

This study is not designed to make causal claims about CBF’s effect
on student achievement, though that would be an important study to
be performed.

9

VLACS Profile
When VLACS first opened its servers in 2008, students
could only take courses on a part-time basis. Now, they
also offer full-time enrollment opportunities for students
in grades 6-12. More recently, VLACS introduced four new
learning pathways beyond courses: Projects, Experiences,
Teams, and College.10 Full-time status is defined by the
number of credits a student is enrolled in per year. At
VLACs, a half credit is equivalent to a one-segment course
and one credit is equal to a two-segment course. This
would be comparable to a brick and mortar school, where
a semester-long course would equal a half credit, and a
full-year course, one credit. However, the word “semester”
is interchanged with the word “segment” at VLACS because
there are no time constraints for how quickly a student
must finish that course. In order to be considered a fulltime student at VLACS, one must be enrolled in a total of
six credits, which can be comprised of any combination of
2
half-credit and one-credit courses.11
For example, personal
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According to VLACS’ website, the school served about
12,000 (headcount) students in 2014-15. Funding levels
do not vary by student full-time status or by student need.
For the most recently completed school year (2015-2016),
VLACS reported 164 full-time students (151 in high school;
13 in middle school). Female students represented 61.6
percent of the VLACS full-time student body, in contrast
to the 48.4 percent of female students statewide. The
percentage of White students enrolled full-time at VLACS
is 3.2 percentage points higher than the state rate of 86.7
percent. Full-time students dropped out of VLACS at a rate
of nearly 3 percent in 2012. The dropout rate fell for two
consecutive years until it was just below the statewide rate
3
of about 1 percent, but rebounded in 2015 up to 3.95%.12
As of March 2016, average time employed for faculty was
2.8 years with range of 3 months to 8.2 years (N=156).

(Programs and Courses, 2016).

(Steve Kossakoski, Personal Interview, October 18,
2016).

11

fitness is a half-credit course equivalent to one segment
while algebra is a full-credit course equivalent to two
segments.

([2011-2012 Early exit and dropout rates for grades 9-12], 2013).
(2013 - 2014 Early exit and dropout rates for grades 9 - 12, 2015).
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Defining Our Terms

Data & Methods

Competency-based education

This single-site instrumental case study allowed us
to identify and describe relationships between the
funding system, school policies and practices, and
the financial health of the school. The case study
method is well-suited for descriptive research,
and one of this study’s primary objectives was to
provide a thorough description of the way that CBF
10
works in practice at an online charter school.13

Competency-based education systems: (1) measure learning rather
than seat time, (2) allow students to progress through material
at their own pace, earning credit through multiple pathways; (3)
improve student engagement by providing students options about
the best way for them to learn and master new knowledge and
skills.

Completion-based funding
Completion-based funding compensates schools when students
complete predefined milestones. Some states set high stakes
milestones such as passing an end of course assessment, while other
states set low stakes milestones, such as the successful completion
of assignments. Completion-based funding’s acronym (CBF) should
not be confused with funding for competency-based education
(CBE), which would compensate schools when students demonstrate
mastery over competencies. To the best of our knowledge,
competency-based funding is not currently practiced in the United
States.

Qualitative data was obtained through onsite interviews and focus groups with school
administrators (N=4), teachers (N=12) and fulltime students (N=5) over three months. Follow
up interviews were conducted on an as needed
basis (N=5). Quantitative data was requested from
VLACS about teacher and student characteristics,
completion rates, and state funding. We augmented
these data sources with policy documents, labor
agreements, and publicly reported financial records
drawn from the IRS 990 database.

Performance-based funding
Performance-based funding is a catch-all phrase in public budgeting
circles that relates to a number of different models that determine
funding levels on the basis of one or more measures of an
organization’s performance. Completion-based funding is one type
of performance-based funding system. The term completion-based
funding is more common in K12 systems, whereas performancebased funding is more commonly found in higher education systems.

Average daily membership
Average Daily Membership (ADM) is an enrollment-based funding
model that allocates funds based on the average number of students
assigned to a school district during the school year.

Weighted student funding
Weighted student funding systems allocate higher per pupil funding
rates to support students that are, on average, more expensive to
educate to state standards. Common weighted student categories
include students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds,
students with special needs, and English language learners.

10
13
A comparative case study was not possible because
VLACS is the only online charter school in the state of
New Hampshire and lacks comparable national peers.
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How Revenue is Earned
At VLACS, time spent learning and completing assignments is
variable, meaning students are allowed as much or as little time
needed to exhibit mastery over competencies in order to earn
credit. In contrast to completion-based funding, enrollmentbased funding works with Carnegie units because every student
is funded for the same amount of seat time. By eliminating seat
time requirements, VLACS needed a new funding mechanism
to support its focus on student outcomes. Instead of assuming
that the state required all schools to be funded by average
daily membership (ADM), VLACS founder and current CEO
Steve Kossakoski sought an alternative approach by assuming
areas unaddressed by current statute were available. With this
perspective, he created a funding system that met VLACS’ needs
without violating existing state statute.
VLACS negotiated a memo of understanding (MOU) with
the state that converts completions into membership, thus
meeting the needs of both institutions. The MOU between
New Hampshire and VLACS established that from 2009-2013,
the online charter school would be funded at a non-negotiable
11
, and a second MOU increased the
rate of $5450 per student14
12
student funding rate to $5498.30 for 2013-201515
. According to
Kossakoski, “Each biennium all charter schools submit projected
enrollment numbers to the DOE. If the state budget is approved
and enrollment numbers are accepted then the MOU is created
16
based on the approved budget.”13
Also written into the enrollment
agreement is a funding cap on the total amount VLACS can receive
from the state. New Hampshire’s biennial budget funds VLACS via
a line item allocation for two-year increments.
A potential cash flow problem for states and schools considering
adopting a CBF system concerns reconciling the timing of
incurred expenses to revenues earned. The timing becomes
problematic when a state compensates schools after students
complete a predefined milestone because it delays setting the
budget until after the school year starts. And by then, schools

(Memorandum of understanding between the New Hampshire
Department of Education and the Virtual Learning Academy Charter
School, 2010)

14
11

(Memorandum of understanding between the New Hampshire
Department of Education and the Virtual Learning Academy Charter
School, 2013). Note: This funding rate appears in slight variations
among different NHDOE reports and policy documents. However, the
differences were deemed insignificant to warrant further mention.

12
15

16
13

(Steve Kossakoski, Personal Interview, October 18, 2016).

have incurred or encumbered most of their instructional
expenses for the academic year. New Hampshire solves this
dilemma by forward funding VLACS based on predicted
completions each year and then reconciles predicted with actual
completion rates at the end of the academic year. Any surplus or
deficit carries over to the following year’s funding. This approach
allows VLACS to operate without a line of credit, reducing
operating costs and financial risk for the school.
States must decide from where to draw resources for online
schools, especially for students taking only a few classes. They
could require funding to follow students, in which case funds
would be transferred from the sending school districts to
online charter schools. The alternative approach introduces
new funding into the system, allowing the sending district
to retain the full student allocation while also compensating
the receiving school upon successful student completion of
17
NH decided to increase funding and not require
the course.14
districts to pay VLACS tuition for part-time students. However,
under this model, funding follows full-time students.
As the sole online provider for the state of New Hampshire,
VLACS is able to capture the majority of students in New
Hampshire who are interested in virtual schooling. The state
preserved and protected VLACS’ sole provider status when it
implemented the equivalent of a corporation’s “poison pill”
in state statute, essentially reimbursing new online charter
operators at a rate of more than $2000 less per student.
VLACS funding levels are not influenced by student
demographics. A completion is funded at the same rate
regardless of who earned it. A weighted completion would
provide schools with additional resources for completions
from students who qualify for supplemental services, including
students with special needs, students from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds, and English learners.
CBF is a low-stakes approach since it funds based on
assignment completion rather than summative assessments.
The low-stakes approach reduces the risk of VLACS losing full
funding for students to whom VLACS has provided instruction,
but who may be unsuccessful at completing the entire course.

This approach is called hold harmless funding (Miller, Roza, &
Simburg, 2014)

17
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Budget Alchemy: Converting
Completions into Average
Daily Membership
VLACS earns funding based on the
percentage of assignments a student
completes, regardless of the amount
of time a student spends enrolled in a
course. VLACS calculates ‘credits earned’
per student based on that percentage.
They then aggregate credits earned
across their entire student body. The
total number of credits earned by
all students is divided by 6 to equal
one full-time equivalent student. The
resulting quotient is the VLACS’ ADM
equivalent enrollment that is then
multiplied by NH’s charter school
student funding rate ($5,498 in 2015). In
talking about how the VLACS funding
system connects to school policies and
practices, one administrator explained:

“Progress is actually how we
make our earnings. So we
get paid per student based
on progress. [We know]
this is when the student
logged in. This is when the
student submitted this. This
is when the student took
this quiz. This is when the
student communicated with
the teacher. All that data
is collected” (January 20,
2016).

+

+

+

+

=

Completions for Funding, Competencies for Credit
To be clear, completion is the funding basis, and competencies are the
accountability basis at VLACS. According to VLACS, “Competencies are the
‘big ideas’ that every student is expected to master. A traditional one-credit
course is comprised of about eight different competencies. Students can
master competencies by choosing a single learning path such as courses,
projects, teams, or experiences — or they may blend these options together.”118
Competencies are assessed at periodic intervals in each course. Students
must score an 85% or higher on these specified competency assignments
to exhibit mastery of content. Class credit is awarded to students if they
master every competency and earn at least a 60% average on all of the
assignments in the course. Students are “highly encouraged” to move
through the course in the sequence of material dictated as a best practice in
optimizing learning; however, assignments are not locked or inaccessible to
students since flexibility is a cornerstone of the model. Each student moves
at a different pace through the material, completing assignments that lead to
mastering competency-assessments. Competency-based assessments vary
in format (e.g., traditional tests, performance-based, discussion-based, etc.)
but are summative in nature. Students could hypothetically master all of the
competency assignments and have less than a 100% completion. There is
no difference between VLACS and other NH schools in terms of the student
earning credit in this example; however, the state would allocate less funding
to VLACS than other schools in the state based on its MOU.
This is where the distinction between completion and competency becomes
evident. If VLACS were a competency-based funding model, it would bill the
state for the full amount for every student who earned credit in their course
because earning credit is synonymous with mastery of content. However,
we know that VLACS bills the state on completions, which goes hand-inhand with mastery of competencies most of the time --but not all of the
time. A state could choose to fund students based on demonstrated mastery
of competencies. The state would fund the student on the proportion of
competencies mastered relative to the total number of competencies required
by the course. A competency-based funding system would be higher stakes
for three reasons: (1) because the funding increments would be larger (i.e.,
student funded at 20%, 40%, 60%,….) increasing funding uncertainty for the
school; (2) a student must earn a score of 85 percent or higher to meet the
mastery standard and that standard is higher than the standard used to classify
an assignment as complete; (3) if schools were funded on competencies there
would be a financial incentive for teachers to pass more students resulting in a
conflict of interest between the accountability system and the funding system.
VLACS website. http://vlacs.org/middle-high-school/why-vlacs/why-vlacs-for-students-and-parents/flexible-learning-pathways/

18
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How Teachers are Compensated
When conceptualizing this study, we hypothesized that VLACS
would compensate teachers in a way that was aligned with
student completions to ensure a balanced school budget.
We were also interested in learning more about faculty
compensation and its effect on teacher behaviors. If the
new funding system is not positively impacting teachers and
students, then why do it?
During the teacher focus group interviews, themes emerged
surrounding student information systems and student-teacher
relationships that helped to clarify for us how VLACS leveraged its
funding to support student learning. In the following sections,
we describe how CBF established an environment that influenced
compensation policy, information systems, and an overarching
instructional strategy to support student completion.
For full-time faculty, teachers are expected to deliver 120
earned credits per year. However, credits are counted
differently for teachers when determining reconciliation than
how they are counted for students earning credit for their
courses. For teachers, one credit is equal to a two-segment
course, and “earned” when 100 percent of the assignments in
the course are completed by a student. The self-paced nature
of VLACS and its rolling admissions means that students may
be at various points in a course at the given time. Therefore,
crowd-sourcing completed assignments from a larger
population may be used to achieve the 120-credit standard and
count toward teachers’ reconciliation when eligible. According
to VLACS leadership, most instructors achieve the targeted
number of credits.

To ensure financial sustainability, VLACS relies heavily on
benefits-ineligible part-time instructors. Full- and part-time
faculty are eligible to earn additional compensation when
the number of student completions exceeds the agreed upon
target. These additional payments to teachers come in the
form of a reconciliation check rather than a bonus. Leaders
conceptualized the payments as a quid pro quo: additional
compensation for additional learning. Last year, 41% of parttime instructors earned a reconciliation check of an average
$3027, and 27% of full-time faculty earned a reconciliation of
19
an average $6229.15
Senior school administrators were concerned that bonuses
incentivize faculty in a way that leads them to put pressure on
students to complete competencies. We interpreted the language
‘reconciliation instead of bonuses’ as policy-making by metaphor
since the administrators we interviewed explicitly sought to
downplay the influence of money. As one leader put it,

“...there’s no part of what we do that ends up
saying to the kid, you must do this because
our funding is on the line, and instead of just
worrying about learning, they’re worried about
their school or worried about their teacher
losing their job. I don’t think that is the type of
pressure I’d ever want to put on a student. It
just wouldn’t be right.”

19
15

(Steve Kossakoski, E-mail Correspondence, October 24, 2016.)
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We asked school leaders what would change if the school
was funded based on enrollment like other schools in New
Hampshire. They acknowledged a connection between
school practices (e.g., monitoring communication, completing
homework assignments, etc.) and the funding system, which led
them to openly consider ways to mediate this tension. VLACS
employs two additional strategies to mitigate negative effects
of a performance-based funding system. Faculty salaries are
not reduced for missing completion goals; instead, those who
significantly missed their targets are referred for professional
development. The second strategy is to hire full-time faculty
exclusively from the part-time faculty pool to ensure that faculty
members have demonstrated successful teaching in VLACS’
unique online learning environment. Of the 156 instructors
currently employed by VLACS, 21 (7.4%) instructors are fulltime and 135 (91.6%) are part-time. For example, one teacher
described VLACS’ compensation plan this way:

“So when we signed a contract, we’re going to get a certain
amount of students. . . . I’m a full-time person with other
responsibilities. I have a requirement of about between 7075 students with a certain number of aggregate completions
. . . So my goal would be roughly to complete 140 of those
completions during the year based on my salary. If I go above
that, I would get compensated for that. If I go below that,
nothing happens. We’re just encouraged to just keep working
along and recognize that there are challenges and that it is
just a number.

Although faculty are not financially penalized, nor held
accountable for student completion rates, they are held
accountable for student success rates. The student success
rate (SSR) measures the ratio of students who successfully
completed their VLACS course out of the total number of
16
VLACS reports an SSR of 88 percent in
students who enrolled.20
the current academic year and has set a target of 90 percent for
17
next year.21
Additionally, teachers reported their draw to working at VLACS
due to their perceptions of making a difference through one-

20
16

(Administrative staff, Personal Interview, October 12, 2016).

17
21

(Annual report of progress, 2015).

on-one instruction with students, which is encouraged through
school policies. One such policy, formed as a direct result of
CBF, requires instructors to conduct weekly check-in calls with
all students during the first 28 days they are enrolled in courses.
After 28 days, instructors move to a monthly check-in call
with parents and students together. The importance of these
teacher-student relationships was supported in our interviews
with faculty members:

“Well, I’ll just say the carrot for me has always been being
able to work with students one-on-one. That’s always been
the draw for me. Having taught in brick-and-mortar schools,
which I’m sure a lot of you have taught in, and having 30
students in a classroom and going home and feeling like I just
didn’t get through. I feel like I’m able to get through. That’s the
carrot for me.”
“It feels a little bit more fulfilling too only because you can
actually cater to what the students’ needs actually are. In
that classroom of 30 or 35 kids, you have that group of six
that can move a lot faster than that group over there, than
this group over here. So you can have 50 kids in one Algebra
I class, but the top 16 of them are speeding through as
quickly as possible, but they have that straight-A average.
Then, you might have a couple over here that started before
them. They’re a little bit slower, but they need it, and they’re
actually learning it and taking the time to understand it and
to help them build on those building blocks. So you feel a
little more validated as a teacher as opposed to being looked
at as ‘Not everybody’s passing. Why not?’”

Faculty are empowered to leverage VLACS’ rolling admissions
structure, which assigns students to courses when “seats” open
up. During the first few weeks of class, a student is required
to demonstrate adequate progress by completing required
assignments determined by the teacher in order to remain
enrolled. VLACS’ policy explicitly calls for a 28-day “grace period,”
during which time no students are at risk of being dropped.
After this cut date, however, teachers are given the discretion to
evaluate student progress and to drop a student if they fail to
respond to repeated communication attempts and fail to submit
work on a regular basis. VLACS does not allow students to be
dropped if they are having difficulty mastering competencies.

9

Impact on School Fiscal Health & Sustainability
VLACS created and adopted a funding system that increases
the chances that they will not generate as much funding as
they would have under an enrollment-based funding system.
Figure 1 depicts the relationship between allocation basis and
funding certainty for four different funding systems. As the
allocation basis moves from enrollment, to membership, to

partial completion, and finally completion, funding certainty
declines, and funding risk to the school increases. While VLACS
did mitigate some of its funding risk by choosing a low-stakes
version of CBF, it did not mitigate financial risk on the expense
side of the ledger by tightly coupling faculty compensation
with student completions.

Output

High-Stakes
Completion-Based
Funding

Low-Stakes
Completion-Based
Funding

Average Daily
Membership/Average
Daily Attendance

Single Count/Double
Count Systems

FL, TX

NH

ADM: AZ, AK, NC, OH, OR, PA, SC, WI, IN, UT
ADA: ME, CA, ID

Input

Funding Basis for Online Charter Schools

Figure 1: A State By State Comparison of Funding Basis for Online Charter Schools

Single: NV, CO, LA Double: KS, GA, MI
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Funding Certainty for Online Charter Schools
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Figure
2: CBF in
Results
in Drastic
Reduction
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Funding certainty and fiscal impact are abstract concepts until
you connect real dollars with actual schools. Figure 2 depicts
two revenue streams over time. The area in yellow represents
VLACS’ actual revenue under CBF. The area above, in blue,
represents VLACS’ predicted revenue under ADM. In the school
year for which we have the most recent data (2013-2014), VLACS

earned $5.5 million in total state aid, but would have been
allocated $12 million by ADM, a $6.5 million dollar difference. For
the four-year period captured by this chart, NH allocated more
than $21 million dollars less to VLACS under CBF than it would
have under ADM. VLACS received less than half the state aid
under CBF than it would have received under ADM.
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Figure 3: Programmatic Investments Rise at the Expense of Overhead Spending
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Now we explore VLACS resource allocation patterns. Figure 3
presents VLACS annual expenses by program services,
management and general expenses, and other expenses from
2009 – 2015. The data for this chart was drawn from audited
financial data drawn from IRS 990 returns. Fiscally healthy
schools spend a majority of their resources on program services,
including teacher salaries and benefits. VLACS allocated 61
percent of its expenses to program services, on average, over the
seven-year period for which data is available. Program services
expenses as a percentage of total expenses increased along
with enrollment over time. For the first three years of operation
(2009-2011), VLACS program expenses represented 56 percent

of total expenses. For the last three years of operation (20132015), program expenses represent 68 percent of total expenses,
a 12 percentage point increase. To fund a higher relative share
of spending on program services, VLACS has steadily reduced
spending on management and general expenses. During the
first three years of operation, management and general expenses
were 20 percent of total expenses, on average. Over the last
three years, that percentage fell to 4 percent, a 16 percentage
point drop. A separate analysis by the authors finds that VLACS
operates on a break-even basis, generating a small surplus or
deficit each year.
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Future Directions

Discussion
Completion-based funding (CBF) brings with it new funding risks
otherwise unseen by traditional brick-and-mortar schools. CBF
makes VLACS completely dependent on the New Hampshire
legislature and the governor for its budget. This means that
VLACS’ funding sources are less reliable than traditional schools,
which are supported by both state aid and local property taxes
and which default to last year’s funding level if school budgets
do not pass. VLACS’ fiscal dependency on the state could be
lessened if the hold harmless provision were lifted and districts
were forced to share funding with VLACS. The state could
reduce spending, but it could also result in a smaller VLACS. For
example, Florida Virtual is a much smaller organization today as a
22
result of a similar policy change.18
Whenever the idea of performance management is discussed
in education circles, critics will raise concerns over performance
pressure driving unintended behavior by teachers and
23
students.19
In a high stakes, high pressure version of CBF,
teachers could feel that their jobs are in jeopardy if students
do not complete assignments and could then inappropriately
make students aware of these concerns. At every stage of this
analysis, we found VLACS leaders downplaying, minimizing, and
protecting teachers and students from performance pressure.
CBF incentivizes schools to increase student assignment
completion rates. For an incentive to be effective, conflicts of
interest must be acknowledged and avoided. For example, care
must be taken to ensure that teacher assessments of student
completion are not tied to personal gain. VLACS accomplishes
this objective by aligning funding with completions, and
student credits and teacher evaluation with competencies.
Our analysis makes clear that CBF allocates far fewer dollars to
VLACS than typical funding formulas. One could argue that it
is within VLACS’ power to generate more revenue by increasing
student completion rates. But the key question—yet to be
completely answered—is whether CBF reduces the cost of
education when compared to the cost of education under

24
enrollment-based funding systems.20

It could be argued that some of NH’s policies could be
strengthened to improve student outcomes and reduce
spending. Following in Florida’s footsteps, NH could require
a higher stakes, all or nothing, version of CBF that only funds
25
students when a high stakes test is passed.21
NH could reduce
education spending by eliminating hold harmless funding. NH
could encourage additional online schools to open in NH, using
competition and choice to improve completion outcomes
for students who choose to learn online. But it must be
acknowledged that CBF allocates to VLACS substantially fewer
dollars than ADM. It must also be acknowledged that a low
stakes, less competitive system may be the reason why VLACS
is able to strike a balance between focusing on performance in
low pressure way that mitigates unintended consequences of
trying funding to student completions.

Conclusion
The most admirable aspect of CBF is the incredible vision
exhibited by the leaders in NH’s Department of Education and
the founders of VLACS when they orchestrated an agreement
that converted student completions into average daily
membership. We encourage leaders of school systems, online
or not, to be inspired by this innovative approach to designing
a funding system that supports the needs of the schools you
lead and the students you serve.
CBF provides states with a possible new approach to funding
schools with implications for both adults and students. CBF
changes the incentives for school administrators, teachers,
and students, alike. Administrators are less confident about
revenue levels; they must design and implement performance
management systems focused on student completion. Teachers
no longer view student progress as fixed; they must work to
build stronger relationships with students in order to increase
their likelihood of completing courses. Students can no longer
just show up to school; they must complete assignments to
progress. This study describes in detail how VLACS designed and
implemented CBF. What is needed now is a better understanding
of the relationship between CBF and student outcomes.

22
18

(Gartner, 2013).

24
20

(Bowen, Lack, Chingos, & Nygren, 2012).

23
19

(Hill, 2016).

25
21

(Pazhouh, Lake, & Miller, 2015).
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